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DS60
Roofing
and siding
Bonnie is back
in business

DS60 Roofing & Siding is a family-owned-and-grown company.
In 2012, founder Bonnie Bigras, after coming out of retirement,
wanted to help her son Garry by providing him a safe place for him
to work.
Garry was very bright, but ongoing struggles with personal issues
eventually made him unable to continue working. Bonnie decided
to rebrand the company and incorporate it. She partnered with
Dennis Jee and the company DS60 Roofing & Siding was born.
Garry and his friend built the lawn sign that’s displayed in front
of the business, which has now become a permanent part of the
company’s image. Garry passed away two years ago, but his loss
didn’t stop Bonnie from moving forward with DS60.
“I came out of retirement twice,” she says. “When people ask, why
the heck would you do that, I just smile and say why not? I love the
challenge and the people, and have surrounded myself with a really
good staff.”
DS60 provides roofing, siding and renovations for residential,
commercial and industrial clients. With over 120 years of
experience combined, they have seen products come and go and
know what works. They believe simplicity is evidence of the most
advanced thinking.
Jim Williams of RE/MAX says, “DS60 is a great company to work
with. I find them very experienced and knowledgeable about
roofing. The team is responsive in quoting on
a project, visiting the job site, and getting the
work done and done well. I recommend DS60
when I can.”
Bonnie , born-and-raised in Windsor, has
24 employees that are pleasant to their
clients and do a great job. As per her family
policy, Bonnie offers her employees a living
wage, benefit packages and even gives them
vegetables from her organic garden—giving
true meaning to “family” within DS60.
Taking care of her employees and clients is top
of her priority list.
So what does DS60 offer that competitors don’t?
Bonnie Clean.
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519.915.3277

“I’ve been in the trades my whole life, and
there’s always a mess left behind,” says Bonnie.
“I’m a clean person and believe in leaving a
job site just as clean if not better than when we started, so we’ve
created this separate aspect of the company. My grandchildren
and other university students come and do a final clean-up once
the job is complete. It’s comforting for the client to know that we’re
going to do a twice-over with the magnet and it’s left spotless. Our
Bonnie Clean staff provides that finishing touch that a woman
appreciates.”
Find them on Facebook at www.facebook.com/ds60roofing
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